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1. How does the company manage its supply chain network including suppliers, distributors, and customers? 
Supply chain management is a growing strategic business management concept. In this regard, the concept has grow
n in popularity due to the established significant role played by supply chain stakeholders such as suppliers, distribut
ors and consumers in an organizational success. Therefore, organizations have resulted to the use of efficient supply 
chain management practices as a form of sustainable competitive edge. This term paper reviews the case of supply c
hain management in Coca-Cola Company, a global soft drinks manufacturer and distributor. In particular, the term p
aper focuses on the production, distribution and selling of the Coca-Cola product brand. 
2. How does the company manage its suppliers in terms of sizes, numbers, locations, negotiation power, and strategi
c planning? 
The organization has s developed a wide supplier base for its coca-Cola brand raw materials supply. In this case, the 
organizations embraced the supplier diversity program. Through this program, it achieved supply chain supplier dive
rsity on a multi layered scale. On one hand, through its supplier diversity mentoring program for both its first and se
cond tier suppliers, the company achieved an increased supplier base, resulting to the development and recruitment o
f new organizational suppliers. Through the program, a range of suppliers both in number and in sizes are recruited (
“Coca-Cola Company”, 2014). Further, through its alliances and partnerships with market stakeholders such as the 
National minority supplier development council and the national association of women business owners, the organiz
ation expanded its supplier base diversity through the inclusion of the minority groups. With regards to its negotiatio
n with suppliers, the organization, in dealing with its Coca-Cola band raw materials suppliers, the organizations seek
s to develop and increase the suppliers negotiating power as an empowerment approach for quality enhancement. 
This can be evidenced in the organizational supply chain management initiative dubbed project nurture under the Te
chno serve NGO. The program seeks to nurture and develop the capacity of African farmers in the East African regi
on covering nations such as Uganda and Kenyan mango and passion farmers. Finally, a review of the organizational 
supplier management strategic planning, the organization has developed a strategic suppliers management framewor
k (“Coca-Cola Company”, 2014). It is based on this framework that supplier selection, appraisal, development and c
ontracts termination are made. The strategic plan incorporates milestones through which the organizational suppliers
 management systems seek to accomplish in a bid to increase the overall organizational management success. 
3. How does the company manage its distributors in terms of sizes, numbers, locations, negotiation power and strate
gic planning? 
The Coca-Cola Company distribution chain is a unique system in the beverage market. The adoption of this unique 
distribution system incorporates one among the factors for the organizational continued success in the industry. Besi
des manufacturing the Coca-Cola brand soft drink, the organization distributes it to the respective international mark
ets. In this regard, it adopts two distribution approaches. On one hand, it relies on the organizational internal logistic
s systems and infrastructure to transport the brand to its market centers. On the other hand, due to increase distributi
on needs the organization contracts third party distributors who transport the products on a contractual basis (“Coca-
Cola Company”, 2014). Therefore, base on this analysis, it is rational to conclude that the organization has a low dist
ribution base with a majority of the distribution outbound transportation tasks performed by the organizational distri
bution function. However, the organization has respective bottlers in the respective markets. In order to boost compe
titiveness into the venture as well as provide profitability opportunities, the organization allows the distributors respe
ctive market territories. In such areas, the distributors manufacture the bottling products, package the coca-cola bran
d and distribute it in the respective local markets. 
The development and establishment of the bottlers territories, empowers them. As such, they have an increased influ
ence in the organizational supply chain decision representing a high distributor’s negotiation power. Moreover, the o
rganization has developed an approach through which the distributors and bottlers relay market feedback and respon
se to the organization. In this regard, they are involved in market survey analysis in a bid to develop appropriate futu
re market fit supply and distribution management strategies. An example can be evidenced in the reversion of produ
ct warehousing service function form the organization to the bottlers upon market flexibility needs increase. 
4. How does its supply chain react to customers’ orders and satisfaction? 
The Coca-Cola Company employs the real time order processing approach. In this regard, the consumers, place their
 orders with the respective bottlers in the established geographical territories. In turn, the bottlers review their wareh
ouse stock balances to establish if they meet the raised order demand needs. If the orders exceed existing warehouse 



levels, the bottlers raise the orders with the manufacturing Coca-Cola partners such as the Great Plain Company in N
orthern America. In this regard, the organizations established an electronic real time ordering platform (“Coca-Cola 
Company”, 2014). In this case, the ordering system automatically raises an order to the producer upon the attainmen
t of a pre determined ordering level in the respective distributors across the world. Through this approach, the organi
zation ensures that the brand distributors can track the order processing process and stages upon raising the order. A
s such, communication is developed. Consequently, the organizational bottlers track and anticipate any order delays 
well in advance enhancing increased accountability and development of alternative delivery strategies to counter the 
expected delays. In essence, the adoption of this system in the organizational ordering process has significantly redu
ced the order processing time. Traditionally, harmonization of bottlers’ orders to allow for bulk production was a ch
allenge to the organizational production function. However, electronic ordering systems establishment aggregates th
e orders based on their urgency, quantity and location. Therefore, bulk is not only achieved in processing the consu
mers orders but also in distributing them through aggregation of related orders or those emanating from the same or 
near geographical regions. 
5. Do they use Push or Pull based for its production? 
The organization established the Just –in –time (JIT) inventory management system as a way to control and enhance
 response to its consumer base. Through this approach, the organization relied on the production of goods and servic
es as and when required. Rich (2010).Stated that through a JIT inventory management system, organizations seek to 
retain and possess a minimal stock level possible. However, minimal stock levels in organizations vary and are often
 classified as the optimal level that enables the respective organizations meet their market demand at significantly re
duced inventory and stock holding costs. Therefore, the JIT inventory management system is founded on the princip
les of balancing between organizational products demand supply as well as inventory holding costs.  
The Coca-Cola Company, in its distribution of the Coca-Cola brand, employees the JIT production system. In this re
gard, production and manufacture of the soft drink is based on available consumer demand from the distributors. In t
his regard, the organization produces almost to order with a limited buffer stock for unexpected demand changes. Th
e JIT inventory-y management system coincides with the pull demand production approach. Under this approach, in
stead of producing good s, storing them in the warehouse and conducting promotional activities to boost their sales, t
he organization adopts a reverse of this process. It starts with marketing, promotional and branding activities for its 
Coca-Cola brand. Once a market awareness and need is established and orders placed, the organization manufacture
s the products meeting these orders. Therefore, based on this analysis, it is apparent that the Coca-Cola Company, in
 producing the Coca-Cola brand, adopts the pull demand market strategy. 
Conclusion 
In summary, this term paper evaluates the Coca-Cola brand, a product of the Coca-Cola Company’s supply chain m
anagement. In this regard, the paper evaluates the brand supplier management system establishing that it incorporate
s supplier diversity and appraisal systems. Moreover, the review establishes that the brand utilizes bottlers in its distr
ibution who have respective geographical distribution strategies. Further, the paper establishes that the brand utilizes
 a real time ordering system that links the organizational manufacturing plants with the respective regional distributo
rs and bottlers. Finally, the review establishes that the brand relies on a pull demand marketing strategy, where prod
uction is based on existing consumer base demand for the product. 
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